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Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts
in the University Library, Cambridge 1883
a pioneering study of the emergence of buddhist art in southern india
featuring vibrant photography of rare works many published here for the
first time named for two primary motifs in buddhist art the sacred bodhi
tree and the protective snake tree serpent early buddhist art in india
is the first publication to foreground devotional works produced in the
deccan from 200 bce to 400 ce unlike traditional narratives which focus
on northern india where the buddha was born taught and died this
groundbreaking book presents buddhist art from monastic sites in the
south long neglected this is among the earliest surviving bodies of
buddhist art and among the most sublimely beautiful an international
team of researchers contributes new scholarship on the sculptural and
devotional art associated with buddhism and masterpieces from recently
excavated buddhist sites are published here for the first time including
kanaganahalli and phanigiri the most important new discoveries in a
generation with its exploration of buddhism s emergence in southern
india as well as of india s deep commercial and cultural engagement with
the hellenized and roman worlds this definitive study expands our
understanding of the origins of buddhist art itself

Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts
in the University Library, Cambridge 1883
reprint of the original first published in 1881

Correspondence Relating to Vernacular Education
in the Lower Provinces of Bengal. Returns
Relating to Native Printing Presses and
Publications in Bengal. A Return of the Names
and Writings of 515 Persons Connected with
Bengali Literature, Either as Authors Or
Translators of Printed Works, Chiefly During the
Last Fifty Years and a Catalogue of Bengali
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Newspapers and Periodicals which Have Issued
from the Press from the Year 1818 to 1855,
Submitted to Government by J. Long, 1855.
Correspondence Relating to the Question Whether
the Assamese Or Bengali Lanuguage Should be
Taught in the Assam Schools. Report of the
Director of Public Instruction in the Lower
Provinces for the First Quarter of 1855-56 1855
this is the fourth volume sponsored by the united states board on books
for young people following children s books from other countries 1998
the world through children s books 2002 and crossing boundaries 2006
this latest volume edited by linda m pavonetti includes books published
between 2005 and 2009 this annotated bibliography organized
geographically by world region and country with descriptions of nearly
700 books representing more than 70 countries is a valuableresource for
librarians teachers and anyone else seeking to promote international
understanding through children s literature like its predecessors it
will be an important tool for providing stories that will help children
understand our differences while simultaneously demonstrating our common
humanity

Tree and Serpent: Early Buddhist Art in India
2023-07-17
british india and victorian culture extends current scholarship on the
victorian period with a wide ranging and innovative analysis of the
literature of british india

Notes on the Nalopȧkhyȧnam, or, Tale of Nala.
For the Use of Classical Students 2024-04-25
this volume the first of a two part series covers topics including
historical ecological and evolutionary considerations genomics and
molecular biology and interaction of phages with their hosts
contributions from leading authorities informs and updates on all the
latest developments in the field
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Bridges to Understanding 2011-10-16
this two volume reset edition draws together a selection of anglo indian
poetry from the romantic era and the nineteenth century

British India and Victorian Literary Culture
2015-09-18
it describes the evolution of rors who they are why they are the way
they are today how they were in the recent past and how they are
occupying the most fertile heartland in haryana doab in up uk this book
for many rors who want to know their caste its status vis à vis similar
status castes is a lucidly compiled unparalleled readily available
source

Daily Mirror 1975-07-17
accounts of paintings produced during the mughal dynasty 1526 1857 tend
to trace a linear evolutionary path and assert that as european
renaissance prints reached and influenced mughal artists these artists
abandoned a persianate style in favor of a european one kavita singh
counters these accounts by demonstrating that mughal painting did not
follow a single arc of stylistic evolution instead during the reigns of
the emperors akbar and jahangir mughal painting underwent repeated
cycles of adoption rejection and revival of both persian and european
styles singh s subtle and original analysis suggests that the adoption
and rejection of these styles was motivated as much by aesthetic
interest as by court politics she contends that mughal painters were
purposely selective in their use of european elements stylistic
influences from europe informed some aspects of the paintings including
the depiction of clothing and faces but the symbolism allusive practices
and overall composition remained inspired by persian poetic and
painterly conventions closely examining magnificent paintings from the
period singh unravels this entangled history of politics and style and
proposes new ways to understand the significance of naturalism and
stylization in mughal art

Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in
Deutschland 1992
most vols for 1890 contain list of members of the folk lore society
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Bacteriophages 2012-05-09
this volume has a strong focus on homo oligomerization which is
surprisingly common however protein function is so often linked to both
homo and hetero oligomerization and many heterologous interactions
likely evolved from homologous interaction so this volume also covers
many aspects of hetero oligomerization

The Poetry of British India, 1780–1905 Vol 2
2020-03-27
forgotten tells the stories of women who transcended great tribulation
to bring strength and succour to others we meet donna juliana a devout
catholic of portuguese descent whose influence in the court of the
mughal prince shah alam later emperor bahadur shah zafar i was so strong
that the dutch the portuguese and the british frequently sought her help
to get an audience with the ruler similarly the poetry of the beautiful
court poet singer song writer and warrior mahlaqa bai chanda was largely
ignored by critics for nearly two centuries after her death at a time
when few women could read and write mahlaqa received an elaborate
education compiling her first collection of poetry when legendary urdu
poet mirza ghalib was just a year old the author draws vivid portraits
of chand sultana the ismaili muslim warrior princess who defended
ahmadnagar against the mughal forces of emperor akbar and of two queens
of the deccan rudramma devi and hayat bakshi begum who exemplified the
ability of women rulers to govern well the aurhor also remembers radha
bai a courageous brahmin child widow whose lifelong search to call
someone her own touched all those she encountered bilkees latif
skilfully merges real and imagined events from the lives and times of
these extraordinary but forgotten women to restore to them their place
in the annals of history

International Studies 1982
this bulletin supplies checklists and keys for identification of mexican
snake species this work arose partially out of a joint active interest
resulting from a collecting trip to mexico in 1932 additionally in
gathering information the authors studied specimens in the united states
national museum and other collections the authors acknowledge that this
treatise can be revised over the years as new materials are found and
described where available the authors have included united states
national museum catalog numbers for type specimens in the species
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An Anthology On The Ror Caste 2023-06-22
intuitive logic extends the scope of documentation study and activity
beyond indian modern and contemporary art for the first time in india
indian miniatures illustrated manuscripts tanjore paintings folk tribal
art metalware and textiles are be
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